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Cavity-loss-induced generation of entangled atoms

M. B. Plenio, S. F. Huelga,* A. Beige, and P. L. Knight
Optics Section, Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College London, London SW7 2BZ, England

~Received 14 September 1998!

We discuss the generation of entangled states of two two-level atoms inside an optical resonator. When the
cavity decay is continuously monitored, the absence of photon counts is associated with the presence of an
atomic entangled state. In addition to being conceptually simple, this scheme can be demonstrated with
presently available technology. We describe how such a state is generated through conditional dynamics, using
quantum jump methods, including both cavity damping and spontaneous emission decay, and evaluate the
fidelity and relative entropy of entanglement of the generated state compared with the target entangled state.
@S1050-2947~99!08303-1#

PACS number~s!: 42.50.Lc, 42.50.Dv, 03.67.2a
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I. INTRODUCTION

Superposition effects in composite systems are w
known in classical physics. However, when the superposi
principle is combined with a tensor product structure for
space of states, an entirely quantum-mechanical effect ar
Quantum states can be entangled@1#. This fact was early
recognized asthe characteristic of the quantum formalis
@2#. However, early work concentrated on the implications
entanglement on the nonlocal structure of quantum the
@3#, and it was considered by many as a purely philosoph
issue. The reason for the renewed interest in the fundame
aspects of quantum mechanics is twofold. On the one h
it was discovered that Bell’s inequalities do not provide
good criterion for discriminating between classical and qu
tum correlations when dealing with mixed states@4#. New
criteria for characterizing the separability of a given quant
state have been proposed@5#, and measures of entangleme
have been introduced@6,7#. On the other hand, it has bee
realized that entangled states allow new practical appl
tions, ranging from quantum computation@8# and secure
cryptographic schemes@9# to improved optical frequency
standards@10#. The feasibility of some these applications h
been demonstrated in recent experiments@11#. In particular,
recent advances in ion trapping technology@12# and cavity
QED @13# provide suitable scenarios for manipulating sm
quantum systems.

In this paper we will discuss a scheme that allows
generation of a maximally entangled state of two two-le
atoms within a single-mode cavity field. The underlying id
is conceptually simple, and relies on the concept of con
tional dynamics due to continuous observation of the ca
field. The key to understanding how the entangled stat
generated in this scheme is population trapping@14#. There
are three dressed states of the combined two-atom plus
ity field mode system; one has a zero eigenvalue, whic
therefore stationary, whereas the other two decay in ti
Provided no photon leaks out of the cavity~which is why

*Permanent address: Departamento de Fı´sica, Avda de Calvo
Sotelo n/s, 33007 Oviedo, Spain.
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conditional dynamics is necessary!, a pure entangled state
between the two atoms results. From the experimental p
of view, this proposal is feasible with presently availab
technology.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we descr
the system of interest. This consists of two trapped ato
inside an optical resonator. Certain aspects of the dynam
of this system, when driven by an external field, have be
addressed, for instance, in the context of the two-atom
crolaser@15#. The coherence properties of the fluorescen
from close-lying atoms in an optical cavity have been co
sidered recently using the quantum jump approach@16#. Our
proposal provides a probabilistic scheme@17# for generating
an entangled state of the two atoms. This will require
initial preparation, which involves the selective excitation
one of the atoms and the continuous monitoring of phot
leaking out of the cavity. The time evolution under the co
dition of no-photon detection is discussed in Sec. III. W
will show that the quantum jump approach provides a s
able theoretical framework for analyzing the dynamics in
simple and intuitive way. The fidelity with respect to a max
mally entangled state and the relative entropy of entan
ment of the final atomic state will be evaluated in Sec. IV

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PHYSICAL SYSTEM

Our system consists of two two-level ions confined in
linear trap which has been surrounded by a leaky opt
cavity. We will refer to atoma and atomb when the context
requires us to differentiate them, but otherwise they are s
posed to be identical. We denote the atomic ground and
cited states byu0& i and u1& i , and call 2G (G5Ga5Gb) the
spontaneous emission rate from the upper level. We ass
that the distance between the atoms is much larger tha
optical wavelength, and that therefore dipole-dipole inter
tions can be neglected@18#. In addition, this requiremen
allows us to assume that each atom can be individually
dressed with laser light. The cavity mode is assumed to
resonant with the atomic transition frequency, and we w
denote the cavity decay rate byk. For the sake of generality
we allow the coupling between each atom and the ca
2468 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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mode,gi , to be different.1 The relaxation of the ion-cavity
system can take place through two different channels, at r
k ~cavity decay! andG ~spontaneous decay!.

In what follows we will assume that the coupling co
stants and the decay rates are such that

gi , k@G. ~1!

The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 1. Note the p
ence of a single photon detectorD in our scheme. This setu
will allow us to monitor the decay of the system through t
fastchannel, i.e., photons leaking through the cavity mirro
On the other hand, spontaneously emitted photons from
slow decay channel in the regime of Eq.~1!, will not be
detected. The initial state of the system is of the form

u0& ^ u0&a^ u0&b[u000&, ~2!

where the first index refers to the cavity field state. No
applying ap pulse to atoma, we introduce an excitation into
the system, and the initial conditions for our scheme will
given by the composite state

uc0&5u0& ^ u1&a^ u0&b[u010&. ~3!

In the following we will use Eq.~3! as the basis for all the
following discussions. It is important to emphasize that o
scheme only requires the atoms to be cooled to the La
Dicke limit, i.e. each atom is localized within one wav
length of the emitted light. But no further cooling to th
motional ground state is necessary. This notably simpli
the experimental realizability of the proposal.

Experiments on ions in optical cavities are underway,
example, in Innsbruck. In these experiments theS1/2-D5/2
transition of calcium ions@lifetime (2G)2151 s] couples to
an optical cavity which has a decay ratek between 1 and 10
kHz. The ions are separated by many optical waveleng
and can therefore be addressed separately using focused
beams@19#.

1A symmetric location of the atoms with respect to the center
the trap suffices to makega5gb . However, experimentally this
may well be hard to achieve.

FIG. 1. Experimental setup. The system consists of two tw
level atoms placed inside a leaky cavity. The decay rateG describes
the spontaneous emission of the atoms, while the ratek refers to
photons leaking through the cavity mirrors. The latter can be mo
tored by the detectorD.
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III. ATOM-CAVITY SYSTEM WITHOUT DECAY

In order to illustrate the main idea underlying this pr
posal, let us ignore any relaxation process for the mom
The unitary time evolution of the system will then be go
erned by the Hamiltonian

H5 (
i 5a,b

\v i u1& i i ^1u1\nb†b1 i\

3 (
i 5a,b

~gibu1& i i ^0u2H.c.!, ~4!

whereb and b† denote the annihilation and creation oper
tors for the single-mode cavity field. The fourth term in th
expression is the familiar Jaynes-Cummings~JC! interaction
between each atomic system and the cavity mode. Movin
an interaction picture with respect to the unperturbed Ham
tonian,

H05 (
i 5a,b

\v i u1& i i ^1u1\nb†b, ~5!

and assuming exact resonance between the cavity mode
the atomic transition,n5v i , we find

HI5 i\ (
i 5a,b

~gibu1& i i ^0u2H.c.! ~6!

where the coupling constantsgi have been taken to be rea
In the basisB5(u100&,u010&,u001&), the interaction picture
Hamiltonian reads

HI5
\

i S 0 ga gb

2ga 0 0

2gb 0 0
D . ~7!

It is easy to check that the eigenvalues associated with
operator are given by

l050, ~8!

l1,256\Aga
21gb

2 , ~9!

with corresponding eigenvectors

ul0&5
1

Aga
21gb

2 ~gau001&2gbu010&), ~10!

ul1,2&5
1

A2
S u100&6

i

Aga
21gb

2 ~gbu001&1gau010& D .

Note that whenga5gb , the solutionul0& is a tensor product
of the cavity field in the vacuum state and the maxima
entangled atomic state

uf2&5
1

A2
~ u01&2u10&). ~11!

To prepare an entangled state of the atoms one now nee
mechanism that destroys the population of the cavity mo

f

-
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2470 PRA 59M. B. PLENIO, S. F. HUELGA, A. BEIGE, AND P. L. KNIGHT
One possibility is to use a leaking cavity, and to detect
photons coming through the cavity mirrors. If a photon
detected, the system is in the ground stateu000&. Then the
experiment has to be repeated. But if not, the system g
over into a state which cannot decay. Therefore, the at
should end up in stateul0&, the entangled state, where th
cavity mode is not populated.

Using the quantum jump approach, we will see that
dynamics under the condition that no photon has been
tected outside the cavity is governed by an effective Ham
tonian whose solutions keep track of the structure illustra
above. More precisely, for sufficiently large times the st
ll

es
s

e
e-
l-
d
e

of the system will be a tensor product of the cavity field
the vacuum state and an entangled state of the two atom

IV. ATOM-CAVITY SYSTEM INCLUDING DECAY

Let us now consider the experimental situation depicted
Fig. 1, in which the decay of the cavity field is monitored b
means of the detectorD. For the moment we will assum
that the detector has 100% efficiency, but later this constr
will be relaxed. The time evolution is now governed by t
Hamiltonian
vity

a density

l
notation
tons are

emitted
quence of
e

e
t a time
g into
rm
plified
H5 (
i 5a,b

\v i u1& i i ^1u1\nb†b1(
kl

\vklakl
† akl1 i\ (

i 5a,b
~gibu1& i i ^0u2H.c.!

1 i\ (
i 5a,b

(
kl

~gklaklu1& i i ^0uei ~v i2vkl!t2H.c.!1 i\(
kl

~sklaklb†ei ~n2vkl!t2H.c.!, ~12!

whereakl
† andakl denote the free radiation field creation and annihilation operators of a photon in the mode (k,l). The two

remaining terms including the coupling constantsgkl andskl describe, respectively, the coupling of the atoms and the ca
mode to the free radiation field. The initial state of the system,uc0&, is given by Eq.~3!. At a time t, and provided that no
photon leaking through the cavity mirrors has been detected, the state of the system can be described in terms of
operator of the form

r~ t,c0!5„P0~ t,c0!uĉcoh~ t !&^ĉcoh~ t !u1Pspon~ t,c0!u000&^000u…/tr~ !. ~13!

HereP0(t,c0) is the probability for no photon emission, where neither the cavity field nor the atoms have decayed untit, and
uĉcoh(t)& denotes the normalized state resulting from the coherent evolution in this case. Later we will also use the
uccoh& for the unnormalized state. The second term of the mixture takes into account that spontaneously emitted pho
not observed. If an atom emits a spontaneous photon, then the state of the atom-cavity system is reduced to the stateu000&. Our
main task consists of evaluating the explicit form of the stateuĉcoh(t)& of P0(t,c0), and the probabilityPspon(t,c0) for
spontaneously decay in (0,t). The quantum jump approach~also called the quantum trajectories method! @20–22# ~See Ref.
@23# for a recent review! provides a suitable theoretical framework for this analysis.

A. Derivation of the conditional time evolution

Let us consider an idealized situation where both the photons leaking through the cavity and the spontaneously
photons could be detected. In the derivation of the quantum jump approach, one envisages an equally spaced se
gedanken photon measurements at timest1 ,t2 , . . . ,tn21 ,tn , such thatt i2t i 215Dt. According to the projection postulate, th
subensemble for which no photon has been detected until timetn is described by the~unnormalized! state vector

uccoh~ t !&5P0U~ tn ,tn21!P0 . . . P0U~ t1 ,t0!u0ph&uc~ t0!&[u0ph&Ucond~ tn ,t0!uc~ t0!&, ~14!

where we have defined the projector

P05u0ph&IA^0phu, ~15!

andIA denotes the identity over the atomic variables. Therefore, the operatorUcond(tn ,t0) describes the time evolution of th
system under the condition that no photon has been detected. Using our previous notation, the state of the system atn
will be given byUcond(tn ,t0)uc(t0)& when the system has not relaxed through either the fast or the slow channel. Takin
account Eq. ~12! and the form of the projectorP0 , our problem reduces to evaluating expressions of the fo
^0phuU(tn ,tn21)u0ph&, which can be done easily using second-order perturbation theory. The calculations can be sim
moving to an appropriate interaction picture with respect to theunperturbedHamiltonian

H05 (
i 5a,b

\v i u1& i i ^1u1\nb†b1(
kl

\vklakl
† akl . ~16!

In second-order perturbation theory one obtains
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^0phuU~ tn ,tn21!u0ph&512
1

\Etn21

tn
dt8^0phuHI~ t8!u0ph&2

1

\2Etn21

tn
dt8E

tn21

t8
dt9^0phuHI~ t8!HI~ t9!u0ph&, ~17!

where the interaction Hamiltonian reads

HI5Ha-c1Ha-f1Hc-f5 i\ (
i 5a,b

~gibu1& i i ^0u2H.c.!1 i\ (
i 5a,b

(
kl

~gklaklu1& i i ^0uei ~v i2vkl!t2H.c.!

1 i\(
k,l

~sklaklb†ei ~n2vkl!t2H.c.!. ~18!
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In first-order perturbation theory, only the JC term contr
utes to Eq.~17! since both^0phuaklu0ph& and ^0phuakl

† u0ph&
are zero. On the other hand, the second-order contribu
from the JC term is quadratic ingDt and can be neglected. A
contribution from the termHa-f

i ( i 5a,b) appears only in
second-order perturbation theory and can be evaluated u
the usual Markov approximation@24#. Then one finds

2
1

\2Etn21

tn
dt8E

tn21

t8
dt9^0phuHa-f~ t8!Ha-f~ t9!u0ph&

52G i u1& i i ^1uDt, ~19!

where

G i5
e2

6pe0\c3
d2v i

3 . ~20!

Similarly, one can show that the termHc-f yields a formally
analogous contribution, now replacing the atomic decay
by the cavity decay ratek. The form of the conditional
Hamiltonian is now easily inferred, taking into account th

)
i 51

n

^0phuU~ tn ,tn21u0ph&

5Ucond~ tn,0!5T expS 2
i

\E0

tn
dt8Hcond~ t8! D ,

~21!

whereT indicates a time ordered expression. We find

Hcond5
\

i S k ga gb

2ga G 0

2gb 0 G
D [

\

i
M ~22!

in the basisB5(u100&,u010&,u001&). The corresponding ei
genvalues ofM are given by

l05G; ~23!
-

n

ing

te

l1,25~k1G6 iS!/2, ~24!

with S5A4(ga
21gb

2)2(k2G)2. The eigenvector of the
smallest eigenvalue is the same entangled state as in
~10!, i.e.,

ul0&5
1

Aga
21gb

2 ~gau001&2gbu010&). ~25!

M has three normalized eigenvectorsul i&, which are in gen-
eral not orthogonal. The reciprocal vectors^l i u are defined
by ^l i ul j&5d i j . Then one can writeM5( il i ul i&^l

i u. For
the conditional time evolution operator, one has the repres
tation

Ucond~ t,0!5e2Mt5(
i 51

3

e2l i tul i&^l
i u. ~26!

Therefore, provided that no photon has been detected du
the time interval@0,t# and t satisfies

G21@t@k21, ~27!

the exponentials exp(2l1/2t) can be neglected while
exp(2l0t) is still close to unity and the system will be in th
state

uĉcoh~ t !&5Ucond~ t,0!uc0&5e2l0tul0&^l
0uc0&/ zu u z5ul0&.

~28!

This state factorizes as a tensor product between the ca
field in the vacuum state and an entangled state of the
atoms.

More precisely, the conditional time evolution operat
Ucond can be calculated as

e2Mt5
~M2l1!~M2l2!

~l02l1!~l02l2!
e2l0t1~cyclic permutations!,

~29!

which can easily be verified by application to the eigenv
tors @25#. Applying this operator to our initial state, Eq.~3!,
we obtain
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uĉcoh~ t !&5
1

ga
21gb

2F gbe2GtS 0

gb

2ga

D 1gae2~1/2!~k1G!t

3H S 0

ga

gb

D cos~St/2!1
1

SS 22~ga
21gb

2!

ga~k2G!

gb~k2G!
D

3sin~St/2!J G . ~30!

The probability amplitudes for the three basis states
plotted in Fig. 2. As expected, on a time scale such t
G21@t@k21, the contribution from terms multiplied by
damping factor proportional to the sumk1G becomes neg-
ligible, and the conditional state vector is a two-particle e
tangled state correlated with the cavity field in the vacu
stateul0&.

B. Calculation of the detection probabilities

After the derivation of the conditional time evolution, w
are now in a position to calculate the probabilities for pho

FIG. 2. The time dependence of the probability amplitudes
the basis statesu100&, u010&, andu001& under the conditional time
evolution that no photon has been detected at all. We have ch
ga5gb5g5k andG51023g. After a short time the cavity mode i
decayed, and the atoms have reached the pure entangled a
state.
re
t

-

n

emissions. We first calculate the probability that there is
decay at all, neither spontaneous emissions by the atoms
photons leaking out of the cavity. Subsequently we will d
rive the probability for~a! having a spontaneous decay fro
the atoms, and~b! for having photon emission from the cav
ity.

The probability to have no photon emission~neither spon-
taneously emitted nor leaking through the cavity mirro!
until time t is given by the norm squared of Eq.~30!, i.e.

P0~ t,c0!5 zuUcond~ t,0!uc0&uz2. ~31!

This general expression can be simplified considerably
large timest. The probability to detect no photon until timet
with t@k21 is equal to

P0~ t,c0!5
gb

2

ga
21gb

2
e22Gt. ~32!

In our experimental setup~see Fig. 1!, only photons leak-
ing through the cavity mirrors are monitored and, as we h
pointed out, the state of the system will be the mixture giv
by Eq.~13!. The quantum jump approach@21–23# provides a
transparent way to evaluate the weight of the compon
u000&, i.e., the probability for a spontaneous emission fro
an atom.

Let us denote byt8 an intermediate time within the inter
val @0,t#. The probabilityP of having anemissionat any
time in that interval will be given by

P5E
0

t

dt8 w1~ t8,c0!, ~33!

wherew1(t8,c0) denotes the probability density for the fir
photon at timet8 for the given initial stateuc0& @26,27#.
Sincew1(t8,c0)dt equalsP0(t8,c0)2P0(t81dt8,c0), one
has

w1~ t8,c0!52
d

dt8
P0~ t8,c0!

5^c0ue2M†t8~M1M†!e2Mt8uc0&. ~34!

Taking into account the explicit form ofM in Eq. ~22!, we
find

r

en

mic
e

es

ng
w1~ t8,c0!52k z^100uUcond~ t8,0!uc0& z212G„z^010uUcond~ t8,0!uc0& z21 z^001uUcond~ t8,0!uc0& z2…. ~35!

As expected, both relaxation channels contribute separately to the decay ratew1 . Setting t8 equal to 0, one finds that th
probability density for a photon leaking through the cavity mirrors is given by the population of the stateu100& multiplied by
the cavity decay rate. Similarly, the probability for spontaneous emission is determined by the population of the statu010&
and u001&.

In our case we are only interested in the contribution toP in Eq. ~33! coming from spontaneously emitted photons. Usi
Eq. ~33!, one finds

Pspon~ t,c0!52GE
0

t

dt8„z^010uUcond~ t8,0!uc0& z21 z^001uUcond~ t8,0!uc0& z2…. ~36!
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However, from the point of view of simplifying the calculations, it is easier to evaluate the probability of cavity decay
similar way one obtains

Pcav~ t,c0!52kE
0

t

dt8z^010uUcond~ t8,0!uc0& z2. ~37!

Taking into account the results of the previous section for the unnormalized stateuccoh&, we can write

Pcav~ t,c0!5
kga

2

~k1G!~ga
21gb

21kG!
F12

e2~k1G!t

S2
@4~ga

21gb
21kG!1~k1G!„Ssin~St!2~k1G!cos~St!…#G ~38!
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and calculatePspon as the difference between unity and t
sumP01Pcav.

V. FIDELITY AND ENTANGLEMENT IN THE
ASYMPTOTIC REGIME

In Sec. II, we have derived exact analytical expressi
for the no-decay probabilities. In this section we will no
discuss these exact expressions in theasymptoticregime, i.e.,
for times longer than the cavity lifetime. Finally, we wi
characterize the quality of the entanglement generation
cavity loss in two ways. We will calculate the fidelity wit
respect to the maximally entangled stateuf2&, and explicitly
calculate a measure of entanglement~the relative entropy of
entanglement@7#! for the state of the system.

In Fig. 3 we plot the probabilityPcav(t,c0) that a photon
has leaked out of the cavity. As expected, this function sa
rates at a point close to 0.5 whenga5gb andG is small. The
reason for this is that the overlap of the initial stateu010&
with the singlet stateu0&uf2& is precisely 1

2 . If a photon
leaks the cavity, then the atomic state isu00&, i.e., the atomic
state is a product state. If no photon leaks out of the ca
then the atoms are in an entangled state. Therefore,
scheme presented here succeeds in 50% of the cases.
asymptotic regime we can write

FIG. 3. The probability for the photon leaking through the ca
ity mirrors in the time interval@0,t#. We have chosenga5gb5g
5k and G51023g. For these parameters the cavity mode dec
with a probability close to1

2 . After a short time the state inside th
cavity is stable.
s

y

-

ty
he
the

Pspon~ t,c0!512
gb

2

ga
21gb

2
e22Gt2

ga
2k

~G1k!~ga
21gb

21Gk!
.

~39!

Using the expressions foruccoh(t)& and Pspon(t,c0) we can
now calculate the state of the atoms at timet. This expres-
sion can then be used to evaluate the fidelity with respec
the maximally entangled stateuf2& of Eq. ~11!. This result is
represented in Fig. 4. We observe that for short timest sat-
isfying Eq. ~27!, the fidelity is almost unity. For times com
parable to or larger thanG21, the fidelity falls off exponen-
tially. For our proposal only the region with smallt is
relevant, so that the exponential decay of the fidelity
largert does not limit the efficiency of our scheme. In Fig.
we also plot the fidelity for imperfect counter efficiency~in
this figure it ish50.8). We observe that the fidelity is sti
high.

When dealing with entangled states it is interesting
know the amount of entanglement that is contained in a st
Especially for mixed states this is not directly related to t
fidelity of the state. However, there exist quantitative e
tanglement measures for mixed states. In the following
will calculate the relative entropy of entanglement for t

-

s

FIG. 4. Fidelity of the final atomic state with respect to th
singlet state in the asymptotic limit, wheret is large compared with
k21. The dotted line corresponds to the case of a detector w
finite efficiencyh ~hereh50.8). For small times the fidelity of the
atomic state with respect to the singlet state is high, even fo
counter efficiency ofh50.8). For larger times the fidelity de
creases exponentially because of a spontaneously emitted pho
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states generated by our scheme. Due to the special for
the density operatorr of the two atoms,

r5
1

P0~ t,c0!1Pspon~ t,c0!
„P0~ t,c0!uf2&^f2u

1Pspon~ t,c0!u00&^00u…, ~40!

it is possible to compute the relative entropy of entanglem
of the final state@7# analytically. It is given by

E~r!5~l22!ln2~12l/2!1~12l!ln2~12l!, ~41!

where l5P0 /(P01Pspon). We have plotted this result in
Fig. 5 for perfect counter efficiency. For short times~which
are nevertheless longer than the cavity lifetime! the amount
of entanglement is high, while it falls off exponentially fo
larger times. It should be noted that Eq.~40! contains en-
tanglement for arbitrary counter efficiencies and spontane
decay rates of the atoms. Therefore, our scheme is not
ited by these experimental imperfections.

The fidelity of the mixed stater can be determined ex
perimentally using the technique recently developed by
National Institute of Standards group in Colorado@28# who
used the fact that an atom singlet state is invariant under
radiation of both atoms with an identical laser. Both the
agonal elements and the relevant off-diagonal coherence
mixed states of the form of Eq.~40! can be measured by thi
method. Note that our approach allows us to incorporate
ily a nonunit efficiency for the photodetectors. All we ha
to do is to modify the weight of the componentu000& to
account for the fact that there is a finite probabilityh that the
photodetector has not triggered in spite of the fact that le
ing has occurred. The weightPspon is then replaced by
Pspon1(12h)Pcav @26#. The effect of nonideal detectors o
the fidelity of the state is illustrated by the dotted line in F
3. For a counter efficiency of 80% the fidelity of the atom
state with respect to the singlet state is still high. Note t
the effect of a nonperfect counter or spontaneous emis

FIG. 5. Relative entropy of entanglement for the final mix
state in the asymptotic limit, wheret is large compared withk21.
As before, we have takenga5gb5g5k andG51023g. As long as
the entangled state of the atoms does not decay spontaneousl
entropyE is high.
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can be corrected using the following idea. A nonperfe
counter or spontaneous emission lead to au000& contribution
in the density operator; see Eq.~40!. If we irradiate a system
in stateu000& by a laser, cavity photons will be excited whic
will eventually leak out of the cavity mirror where they wi
be detected. The singlet contribution to the density opera
remains invariant under the same procedure. In the state
~40! only the u000& contribution will lead to the detection o
a cavity photon. If we detect such a photon, the state of
system is projected to the stateu000&. If we fail to detect a
photon, then, even for imperfect counters, we will end up
a state that has a higher proportion of the singlet state. F
repetitions of this procedure reduce theu000& contribution in
the density operator of the atoms to very low values. The
fore, we conclude that our scheme is not overly sensitive
the counter efficiency.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have described an experimental situation where
tanglement between two atomic systems can be induced
continuous observation of the cavity loss. This proposal
lows us to illustrate the effects of conditional time evolutio
and the power of the quantum jump approach as an ana
cal tool. From the experimental point of view the propos
has a number of advantages that should make its experim
tal realization possible with existing experimental metho
@19#.

~1! There exist open ion traps that allow us to impleme
a sufficiently small cavity. This will allow us to achieve hig
coupling constants between atoms and cavity.

~2! The conditions given by Eq.~1! are experimentally
achievable, as we do not require a strong-coupling regim

~3! The atoms only need to be cooled to the Lamb-Dic
limit @29#. In present ion trap implementations of entang
ment manipulations, cooling to the motional ground state
the ions is required. For more than a single ion this can
present, only be achieved with a finite precision, and c
rently represents a strong limit to the achievable fidelity
the state of the entangled atoms@28#.

~4! The detection efficiency varies with the waveleng
but it can be up to 90%. Although the amount of entang
ment in the atomic state decreases with decreasing cou
efficiency, it never vanishes~see also Fig. 4!.

In addition, the initial preparation requires only a sing
laser pulse to excite selectively one of the atoms. Theref
the experiment proposed here does seem feasible with p
ently available technology.
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